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THIS WEEK 

 

NO COUNTY SUPERVISORS MEETING 

 

LAFCO STUDY SESSION ON 2
ND

 PASO BASIN 

WATER DISTRICT  

 

LAST WEEK 

  

BOS VOTES 3/2 TO OPPOSE EXPANDED 

FEDERAL RULE OVER OUR FISHERMEN, 

FARMS, BEACHES, & HARBORS                          

 

COUNTY LEGISLATIVE PROGRAM ADOPTED    
(SOME IS OK & SOME IS LOOSEY GOOSEY)                                                                                     

 

  

SLO COLAB IN DEPTH                    
(SEE PAGE 13)                     

 

CALIFORNIA: TIME FOR A MAJOR CHANGE IN 

COURSE  

BY LEW UHLER AND JON COUPAL  

CALIFORNIA GOES CONFEDERATE  

BY VICTOR DAVIS HANSON 

  

http://californiapolicycenter.org/california-time-major-change-course/
http://californiapolicycenter.org/california-time-major-change-course/
http://californiapolicycenter.org/author/lewuhlerandjoncoupal/
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THIS WEEK’S HIGHLIGHTS 

 

No Board of Supervisors Meeting on Tuesday, February 14, 2017 (Not Scheduled) 

No Board meeting has been scheduled, as Lincolns Birthday holiday will be celebrated on 

Monday the 13
th

. The theory is that since Monday is not a County workday, the Board would not 

be able to access staff and prepare for a Tuesday meeting. 

 

Local Agency Formation Commission (LAFCO) of Thursday, February 16, 2017 

(Scheduled) 

 

Item A-1: Status Report: Formation of the Estrella-El Pomar - Creston Water District. 

This is the 2
nd

 Status Report in as many months on the progress toward forming the proposed 

voluntary district. At this point and as outlined in the write-up: 

that 100% of the petitions submitted represent 100% of the landowners within the boundary. 

This qualifies the application for processing as the threshold is 50% of the landowners within the 

boundary must have signed a petition. 

 has sent referrals out to a number of agencies for 

a comment period. An information request letter was sent to applicant and is attached this Staff 

Report. 

has been targeted. The LAFCO meeting date has changed to accommodate the Board of 

Supervisors hearing of the Philipps 66 matter that week.  

Key features of the proposed district are now available: 

 The estimated five-year average of the proposed budget is $504,833. 

 The Funding Formula is based on irrigated and non-irrigated lands and residential 

and commercial operations. The maximum cost charged per acre of irrigated land is 

$35. The maximum charged for non-irrigated agriculture in 0.59 cents per acre. 

Residential uses and commercial operations would pay $7.50 per acre. This formula 

results in a Maximum Assessment of $552,210.  

 The budget for a five-year period averages $504,894 each year. The budget will 

include costs for professional, legal and administrative services to operate the 
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District. One of the questions to be clarified is justification of the budget and its line 

items.  

 

The referenced proposed budget was not included as an attachment to the agenda 

item. 

LAFCO can only approve a non-contiguous boundary if the proposed District areas are within 

2-miles of each other or areas are separated by a state hospital. The proposed service area and 

current pattern is consistent with the two-mile requirement. Therefore, this non-contiguous 

service area pattern is allowable under the Principal Act. The service area is the boundary 

where the District would have jurisdiction and authority.  

The SLO Tribune Newspaper, in a February 9, 2017 article, provided the best map we have seen 

so far of this proposed district and the previously approved Shandon - San Juan District. It also 

clearly illustrates the lack of contiguity of the proposed district. Apparently the LAFCO Director 

believes this is acceptable per the paragraph above. It would be great if someone could color in 

the land that is part of the adjudication process. 

 

PLEASE CONTINUE TO THE MAP ON THE NEXT PAGE: 
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An interesting aspect of this agenda item is that it contains considerable discussion of the 

potential problems that may arise in coordinating between the multiple jurisdictions that overlie 

the Paso Basin vis-a-vis compliance with the State Groundwater Management Act (SIGMA).  

For example, one paragraph states: 

The local agencies may want to take separate and possibly conflicting actions in preparing the 

Groundwater Sustainable Plan (GSP). This could lead to disagreement among the agencies with 
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regard to how best to manage the Basin. Another challenge could be that one or more of the 

local agencies take actions (or plans to) that are harmful or detrimental to the Basin such as: 

over pumping, moving water outside of the Basin, a proposal to sell water to others outside of 

the Basin. The time and resources it takes to organize into GSAs is a challenge as well. The 

possible conflicts between agencies are a key challenge to be resolved. 

So for several years we have been told that selling water outside the basin is legally impossible. 

LAFCO will probably impose prohibition of exporting water as a condition of its approval of the 

district. Even if it does, could a City such as Paso Robles engage in water farming and sales 

anyhow?  Looking down the road, would a future consortium of the groundwater management 

agencies (probably a joint powers authority), which will need to be formed to conform the plans 

of the various special district and city GSP’s, be subject to water export prohibitions which were 

imposed on only some of its members? 

 

Separately from the issue of forming this water district, but potentially tangentially related at 

some future time, the County’s 2017 Legislative Program contains a request for the Legislature 

to pass enabling legislation that would allow local districts to utilize a debt issuance and payback 

mechanism called Mello-Roos (named for its authors in 1982). 

With respect to groundwater sustainability agencies (GSAs) created to comply with the 

State Groundwater Management Act (SGMA) the Board of Supervisors approved 

language stating: 

Seek funding or other resources from the State and Federal Government to assist in the 

development of GSA’s and GSP’s. Work with State legislators and agencies on seeking clarity, 

as well as new or clean-up language and policy related to SGMA, including but not limited to 

funding, and basin boundaries. Sponsor legislation to modify Government Code Section 53313 to 

authorize community facilities districts to collect funds through a Mello Roos fee in order to 

administer basins. 

The LAFCO report itself does not bring up this issue. Nor does it inform or speculate on the 

types of public works projects that might be funded by the new districts, let alone with Mello- 

Roos bonds (The Mello Roos law itself does authorize water facilities). In any case, the purpose 

is to allow entities to issue debt and then levy an additional property assessment on future 
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development growth and concomitant assessed value to pay it off. If the bonds were issued and 

then the increased value did not happen, as in the case of big projects in Moreno Valley 

(Riverside County) and other locales, do County taxpayers become the bag holder?  

A first reading of Section 53313 would seem to restrict the use of Mello-Roos to cities and 

counties. This would explain why the Board of Supervisors might seek legislation to include 

districts, but is a water district a water district a community services district for this purpose? So 

far no one has answered how it could benefit water districts if this is the case. However, Section 

53316.2(e) states: 

e) Notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter, no local agency that is party 
to a joint exercise of powers agreement or joint community facilities agreement 
shall have primary responsibility for formation of a district, or for an extension of 

authorized facilities and services or a change in special taxes pursuant to Article 3 
(commencing with Section 53330), unless that local agency is one or more of the 

following: 
(1) A city, a county, or a city and county. 
(2) An agency created pursuant to a joint powers agreement that is separate from 

the parties to the agreement, is responsible for the administration of the 
agreement, and is subject to the notification requirement of Section 6503.5. 

(3) An agency that is reasonably expected to have responsibility for providing 
facilities or services to be financed by a larger share of the proceeds of special 
taxes and bonds of the district or districts created or changed pursuant to the joint 

exercise of powers agreement or the joint community facilities agreement than any 
other local agency. 

  

The highlighted yellow section suggests that a future joint powers agency (such as a consortium 

of groundwater sustainability agencies which is contemplated here) could form a community 

facilities district and then use the Mello Roos powers.    

Interestingly, Section 53339 - 53339.9 provides for annexation of adjacent territory. There do not 

seem to be any sphere of influence provisions in this version.   

The Board of Supervisors glossed over this whole complex issue and approved the request for 

enabling legislation with no substantive discussion. Perhaps LAFCO Executive Director David 

Church could help us all out and explain it.  

 

 

LAST WEEK’S HIGHLIGHTS  
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Board of Supervisors Meeting of Tuesday, February 7, 2017 (Completed)  

 

Item 3 - Submittal of a resolution opposing the proposed Chumash Heritage National 

Marine Sanctuary.  The Board adopted a resolution opposing the processing of an application 

to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) for the creation of a new large 

marine sanctuary off the coast of San Luis Obispo County and Santa Barbara County. The vote 

was 3/2 with Hill and Gibson dissenting because they are strong proponents of the sanctuary and 

they are supported by a variety of environmental and leftist control groups such as the Sierra 

Club. 

There were 115 speakers during the hearing, of which 70 supported the sanctuary proposal, 42 

were opposed, and 3 were unclear or neutral. Supporters included the local Audubon Society, 

SLO City Mayor Heidi Harmon, Cambria Land Trust, Surf Rider Foundation, Sierra Club, and a 

crowd of older folks whose demeanor ranged from tearful pleading to open hostility. Their main 

narrative was that opponents of the sanctuary are pro-oil development shills. They assert that 

failure to obtain ultimate approval of the sanctuary will result in new offshore oil drilling, which 

will increase the risk of spills and will contribute to global warming and related problems. A 

subtext was that large corporations, including oil companies, are inherently evil. Several 

speakers asserted that COLAB is funded by and a tool of large oil companies.  

We would appreciate any support from oil companies that we could obtain.  

Hypocrisy I:  Of course 99.9% of the mature and successful appearing supporters traveled to the 

meeting in their private fossil fuel cars. When several of them heard opponents remarking on 

this, one of them turned and snarled sanctimoniously that she had come in her electric powered 

car. Of course about 86% of the electricity used to charge her car was generated by fossil fuel, 

mostly natural gas. She was out protesting against Armed Forces Day and missed the day in 

Science 3a (Science for liberal arts majors) back in ‘68 when they were discussing the First Law 

of Thermodynamics.
1
 Perhaps she thinks electricity (like tax revenue) falls from heaven.  

There was the usual rot-gut: “I’ve lived in San Luis Obispo for 27 years and enjoy our pristine 

coast and this is so awful, etc., etc.”  

 

Hypocrisy II:  The Chart illustrates the substantial investment in fossil fuel companies held by 

the California Public Employees Retirement System (Cal PERS). Note that both oil/gas and coal 

                                                           
1
 The first law of thermodynamics is a version of the law of conservation of energy, adapted for 

thermodynamic systems. The law of conservation of energy states that the total energy of an isolated 
system is constant; energy can be transformed from one form to another, but cannot be created or 
destroyed  
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are included. We have written to the County Pension Trust requesting a list of its energy 

investments, but as of this writing have not received a reply. It would seem to be a 

straightforward extraction. They must have lists of their holdings. Given that SLO is a 

government town and that many of the speakers were retirement age, there were certainly a 

number of PERS beneficiaries there, demonizing oil companies. 

 

  

 

Background:  The staff, per Board majority direction, returned with a Resolution opposing the 

Federal creation of the Sanctuary. The matter was controversial as the nomination of the 

proposed sanctuary, although ostensibly sponsored by an entity called the Northern Chumash 

Tribe (not recognized by the Feds), is actually a major effort of the Sierra Club. The Northern 

Chumash Tribe is not related to the Santa Ynez Band of Chumash Indians, which has objected to 

former Congresswoman Lois Capp’s endorsement of the proposed sanctuary while attacking 

their effort to develop housing in the Santa Ynez Valley.  

Opposition to the establishment of the Sanctuary violates the elitist left’s revealed knowledge 

and renders opponents to be deplorable, rightest troglodytes. This includes fisherman, 

http://fossilfreeindexes.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/BoxMVweb.png
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agricultural interests, Harbor Districts, COLAB, and Supervisors Arnold, Compton, and 

Peschong. 

Item 34 - Consideration of the County’s 2017 State Legislative Platform.  The Board of 

Supervisors unanimously approved the 34-page document, which provides guidance to the 

County’s lobbyists, CSAC representatives, Assemblyman, and State Senator with respect to the 

Board of Supervisors general and specific policy priorities as well as specific funding requests. 

Two provisions protecting Proposition 13 were both included. Supervisor Gibson mildly 

objected but sighed that there was not much point in opposing them, given the new Board 

majority. Interestingly, Hill said nothing, perhaps seeking to avoid a record displaying his 

disdain of Proposition 13.  

Background:  New this year was an extensive section related to the impending closure of the 

Diablo Nuclear Power Plant, containing demands focused on the State Public Utilities 

Commission, other State and Federal agencies, and PG&E itself). These generally parallel the 

County’s filing with the PUC related to its demand that a variety of conditions be imposed on 

PG&E as part of any approval by the PUC of the PG&E plan to phase out the plant over the next 

9 years. 

Again, the write-up failed to note that if the conditions and costs imposed by the PUC are not 

workable and are rejected by PG&E and other signatories to the Joint Proposal (the Plan), the 

plant could close next year. 

Beyond the PG&E issues, the general section on “Legislative Goals” can be tricky.  For 

example: 

Goal 6 states: 

Encourage and seek legislation that protects, promotes and preserves the County’s quality of 

life, its diverse natural resources, its economic base, and the character and history of the 

County, including legislation which would provide funding to local agencies to develop 

programs, policies and projects. 

This one sounds nice on the surface, but could it provide cover to support new environmental, 

climate change, and land use restrictions? 

Goal 11 states: 

Support the principles adopted by the California State Association of Counties (CSAC) and the 

Rural County Representatives of California (RCRC) where they are consistent with the 

principles and priorities identified by the County of San Luis Obispo Board of Supervisors. 

Here is a carte blanche policy that would allow staff and Supervisors to ignore local preferences 

and to support major tax increases which have already been endorsed by CSAC, such as AB 1 

and SB 1 increases in the gasoline tax, vehicle license fee, carbon tax, and others. 

What if CSAC endorses a bill weakening Proposition 13? 
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Goal 14 States: 

Oppose any measures or legislation that reduces the super majority vote required to raise taxes 

from 2/3rd to 55%. How does this one comport with goal 11 above? 

Goal 15 States: 

Oppose any legislation or initiative that proposes to modify Proposition 13. Specifically oppose 

any legislation or proposal that would establish a so-called “Split Roll” for property tax, which 

would thereby reduce protections for commercial property owners.  

Again, which one controls: 11 or 15? 

This discussion provides a good example why Supervisor Gibson needed to be removed as the 

County’s CSAC representative. He would go to Sacramento, and under aegis of something like 

Goal 11, put the County on record as supporting all manner of increased taxes, fees, and 

regulations. 

Supervisor Peschong will be a refreshing change in this regard. 

Another section of the platform deals with “specific issues.” Some of the more concerning 

examples include: 

Page 10 - With respect to groundwater sustainability agencies (GSA’s) under the State 

Groundwater Management Act (SGMA) the staff (or someone) proposes: 

Seek funding or other resources from the State and Federal Government to assist in the 

development of GSA’s and GSP’s. Work with State legislators and agencies on seeking clarity, 

as well as new or clean-up language and policy related to SGMA, including but not limited to 

funding, and basin boundaries. Sponsor legislation to modify Government Code Section 53313 to 

authorize community facilities districts to collect funds through a Mello Roos fee in order to 

administer basins.  

The purpose is to allow these entities to issue debt and then levy an additional property tax on 

future development and assessed value to pay it off. The voters have no say. A developer or 

consortium of landowners (in a water district) could impose this directly if the legislation passes. 

Significantly, the Board did not give this one much notice or discussion other than to say the 

Public Works Director explained it in private to their satisfaction. 

Page 13 - relating to the Dunes recreational riding area and State Park: 

Sponsor and support legislation that requires State Park management plans to proactively 

manage State owned lands in ways that do not result in harm (i.e. flooding) of adjacent 

developed properties and existing locally maintained infrastructure.  
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What exactly is this abutting? What is the extent of the flooding? How would it work? What are 

the impacts? 

Page 19 - Would the County support increased and/or new transportation taxes and fees 

under the provision below? 

The State urgently needs to approve legislation to return transportation-dedicated funding to 

transportation projects and dedicate new and ongoing state revenues to repair, maintain and 

upgrade local streets, roads and highways. Support legislation that increases state funding 

dedicated to local streets and roads maintenance, particularly for rural counties who rely on 

adequate road maintenance funding to support the agricultural economy’s infrastructure needs. 

Advocate for funds dedicated to transportation to be “lock boxed” to avoid future raids on local 

transportation funding. Oppose legislation and State proposals that “take” gas tax and other 

road revenues  

Page 31- Carte blanche support for new legislation limiting the ability to rent your house or 

guesthouse for short-term rental income: 

Support legislation that properly balances the quality of life of permanent residents with the 

economic benefits of short-term rentals booked through internet websites. 

The full platform can be seen at the website: 

 http://agenda.slocounty.ca.gov/agenda/sanluisobispo/7012/MjAxNyBMZWdpc2xhdGl2ZSBQbG

F0Zm9ybSAtIHJlZGxpbmUgdmVyc2lvbi5wZGY=/12/n/73320.doc      

              

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://agenda.slocounty.ca.gov/agenda/sanluisobispo/7012/MjAxNyBMZWdpc2xhdGl2ZSBQbGF0Zm9ybSAtIHJlZGxpbmUgdmVyc2lvbi5wZGY=/12/n/73320.doc
http://agenda.slocounty.ca.gov/agenda/sanluisobispo/7012/MjAxNyBMZWdpc2xhdGl2ZSBQbGF0Zm9ybSAtIHJlZGxpbmUgdmVyc2lvbi5wZGY=/12/n/73320.doc
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 SLO COLAB IN DEPTH            
In fighting the troublesome, local day-to-day assaults on our freedom and property, it is also 

important to keep in mind the larger underlying ideological, political, and economic causes and 

forces. 

 

CALIFORNIA: TIME FOR A MAJOR CHANGE IN COURSE  

 

BY LEW UHLER AND JON COUPAL  

 

Governor Brown, California Attorney General Becerra, legislative and other government 

officials are fixated on battling the new administration in Washington with almost total disregard 

for California’s major problems and unmet needs. Failure to address these pressing problems 

threatens the viability of a state whose status is rapidly being transformed from “golden” to 

“tarnished.” 

To help the political class refocus on the important, here is a list of the most exigent problems 

accompanied by modest solutions, as compiled by a couple of veteran taxpayer advocates who 

speak with, and hear from, thousands of California taxpayers. 

 Roads & Highways – Just about any 

road trip one drives on in California 

confirms that we have gone from a world 

leader in highway capacity and quality to 

barely a third world contender. Major 

changes are in order. Our gasoline tax 

must be dedicated to roads and highways 

alone, not to other general fund uses like 

paying off state general obligation bonds, 

as is now the practice. Also, Senator 

John Moorlach’s demands to reform 

CALTRANS should be a top priority. 

California spends 4.7 times as much per 

mile of state highway than the national 

average, according to the Competitive 

http://californiapolicycenter.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2017/02/20170205-uhler-coupal.jpg
http://californiapolicycenter.org/california-time-major-change-course/
http://californiapolicycenter.org/author/lewuhlerandjoncoupal/
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Enterprise Institute, and a 2014 government report concluded the transportation agency was 

over-staffed by 3,500 positions. Additionally, we should end the practice of requiring 

“prevailing wages” on public works projects, which are estimated to add up to 20% on every 

road and other public improvement.  

Energy Costs – Gasoline formulation requirements, “Cap and Trade” and other responses to 

climate change must be revisited with demonstrable science and hard-headed realism to help 

low and middle income Californians who struggle with the costs of transportation and 

household energy. This is not climate change denial, but rather recognition that it is patently 

unfair to burden the citizens of one state with the entirety of a global problem. 

 Business Regulations and Lawsuit Abuse – Manufacturing restrictions, wage and salary rules, 

Worker’s Compensation standards, frivolous lawsuits and “sue and settle” standards have 

driven the aerospace and most other manufacturing industries out of California. Time for tort 

and regulatory reform to establish a business-friendly climate that will encourage refugees to 

return and lure others to relocate here. Note: The Nestle Corporation has just announced it is 

moving its U.S. headquarters from Glendale to Rosslyn, Virginia taking hundreds of high 

paying jobs with them. 

 Land Development and Housing Costs – The mid ‘70s pioneering California Environmental 

Quality Act (SEQA) has created a nightmare for those seeking affordable, conveniently located 

housing, workplaces and shopping centers. It has been used as a weapon by environmentalists, 

competitors, “NIMBYs” and labor organizations to limit – and dramatically drive up the cost of 

homes, apartments and other needed facilities. Fortunately, despite the best efforts of some in 

Sacramento, Proposition 13 remains on the job protecting homeowners from runaway property 

taxes that could force them from their homes. 

 Public Transit – Governor Brown’s “Bullet Train to Nowhere” is in a death spiral due to lack 

of public support, refusal of the federal government and the private sector to provide additional 

funds, and out of control costs due to mismanagement, malfeasance and insurmountable 

engineering hurdles. But fixed route/fixed rail transit remains part of the liberal social planners’ 

mantra. Other than in highly congested urban areas, public transit is unjustifiable in terms of 

both capital and operating costs. With the advent of Lyft, Uber, self-driving cars and even Elon 

Musk’s Hyperloop — that, within a few years, could move passengers at a faction of the cost of 

rail — private companies and entrepreneurs are offering answers to the mobility problem. This 

justifies placing renewed emphasis on fixing and expanding our highway system. 

 Education Improvements and Cost Control – “School choice” is the answer to improving K-

12 student learning results. The political clout of the California Teachers Association and other 

teacher unions has blocked progress. Properly framed ballot initiatives may be the only realistic 

avenue to reform as we must stop the automatic and mindless Proposition 98 commitment of 

nearly half of general fund revenues – regardless of need – to K-12 and community colleges. 

 Public Employee Wages, Benefits and Pension Reforms – Public sector compensation costs 

for California, at both the state and local levels, are now clearly unsustainable. According to the 

Department of Labor, California state and local employees are the highest compensated in all 
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50 states. Pay, benefits and pensions of public employees have become disproportionate to their 

private sector counterparts who foot the bill. Adding to the approaching calamity is 

mismanagement – which has included criminal bribery – at CalPERS, the state’s largest public 

employee pension fund. Politically motivated investment strategies and fanciful predictions of 

return on those investments have left taxpayers on the hook for hundreds of billions of dollars in 

unfunded liability for current and future retirees. Consideration must be given to shuttering 

CalPERS and fairly allocating to each current employee their share of the retirement funds, 

arranging for the public employer to make up the difference for what has been promised to date, 

and move from “defined benefit” to “defined contribution” plans for all existing and future 

employees. Otherwise, this pension burden has the potential to grow so large that California 

will not be able to fund the most basic services and as residents flee to other states, the last one 

out will be asked to turn out the lights. 

We call on our representatives to stop pursuing discretionary causes and pet projects and come to 

grips with these real problems facing all Californians. 

Uhler is Founder and Chairman of the National Tax Limitation Committee  (NTLC) and 

National Tax Limitation Foundation (NTLF). He was a contemporary and collaborator with 

both Ronald Reagan and Milton Friedman in California and across the country. Coupal is the 

President of the Howard Jarvis Taxpayers Association (HJTA). He is a recognized expert in 

California fiscal affairs and has argued numerous tax cases before the courts.  

   

CALIFORNIA GOES CONFEDERATE 

BY VICTOR DAVIS HANSON 

 

Threatening secession is far from the only thing that the Golden State has in 

common with the Old South.  

 

Over 60 percent of California voters went for Hillary Clinton — a margin of more than 4 million 

votes over Donald Trump. 

Since Clinton’s defeat, the state seems to have become unhinged over Trump’s unexpected 

election. 

“Calexit” supporters brag that they will have enough signatures to qualify for a ballot measure 

calling for California’s secession from the United States. 

Some California officials have talked of the state not remitting its legally obligated tax dollars to 

the federal government. They talk of expanding its sanctuary cities into an entire sanctuary state 

that would nullify federal immigration law. 
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Californians also now talk about the value of the old Confederate idea of “states’ rights.” They 

whine that their state gives far too much revenue to Washington and gets too little back. 

Residents boast about how their cool culture has little in common with the rest of the U.S. Some 

Californians claim the state could easily go it alone, divorced from the United States. 

Sound a bit familiar? 

In December 1860, South Carolina seceded from the Union in furor over the election of 

Abraham Lincoln. 

Lincoln did not receive 50 percent of the popular vote. He espoused values the state insisted did 

not reflect its own. 

In eerie irony, liberal California is now mirror-imaging the arguments of reactionary South 

Carolina and other Southern states that vowed to go it alone in 1860 and 1861. 

Like California, South Carolina insisted it could nullify federal laws within its state borders. 

Like California, South Carolina promised to withhold federal revenues. 

Like California, South Carolina and other Confederate states bragged that their unique 

economies did not need the Union. 

They boasted that “King Cotton” had created the wealthiest class in the United States. Silicon 

Valley now often assumes that Google, Facebook, Apple, and others are near-trillion-dollar 

companies that are a world unto their own. 

Slavery and the extravagant income from cotton warped the Southern economy and culture. A 

wealthy plantation elite, with its millions of exploited slaves, ensured that there would be 

virtually no middle, working, or small-business class. 

Huge estates were surrounded by the impoverished shacks of servants. Hardscrabble farmers or 

small businessmen often fled westward to escape the shackles of wealth disparity. 

The export-dependent Southern elite demanded unfettered free trade. It offered bitter resistance 

to Northern protectionism. 

South Carolina elites were opposed to federal infrastructure projects such as the building of 

roads, canals, bridges, and reservoirs, and other such unwelcome “progress.” 

Confederates boasted that their antebellum culture was more romantic, natural, pristine, healthy, 

and moral than was the bustle, grime, and hyper-capitalism of Northern industrialism. 

Southern aristocrats believed that they were culturally superior — in terms of music, art and 

literature — to other Americans. 
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Of course, this is 2017, not 1860, and California is super-liberal, not an antebellum slave-owning 

society. 

Nonetheless, what is driving California’s current efforts to nullify federal law and the state’s 

vows to secede from the U.S. are some deeper — and creepy — similarities to the arrogant and 

blinkered Old South. 

California is likewise becoming a winner-take-all society. It hosts the largest numbers of 

impoverished and the greatest number of rich people of any state in the country. Eager for cheap 

service labor, California has welcomed in nearly a quarter of the nation’s undocumented 

immigrants. California has more residents living in poverty than any other state. It is home to one 

third of all the nation’s welfare recipients. 

The income of California’s wealthy seems to make them immune from the effects of the highest 

basket of sales, income, and gas taxes in the nation. The poor look to subsidies and social 

services to get by. Over the last 30 years, California’s middle classes have increasingly fled the 

state. 

Gone With the Wind–like wealth disparity in California is shocking to the naked eye. Mostly 

poor Redwood City looks like it’s on a different planet from tony nearby Atherton or Woodside. 

The California elite, wishing to keep the natural environment unchanged, opposes internal 

improvements and sues to stop pipelines, aqueducts, reservoirs, freeways, and affordable housing 

for the coastal poor. 

California’s crumbling roads and bridges sometimes resemble those of the old rural South. The 

state’s public schools remain among the nation’s poorest. Private academies are booming for the 

offspring of the coastal privileged, just as they did among the plantation class of the South. 

California, for all its braggadocio, cannot leave the U.S. or continue its states’-rights violations 

of federal law. It will eventually see that the new president is not its sickness, nor are secession 

and nullification its cures. 

Instead, California is becoming a reactionary two-tier state of masters and serfs whose culture is 

as peculiar and out of step with the rest of the country as was the antebellum South’s. No wonder 

the state lashes out at the rest of the nation with threatened updated versions of the Old 

Confederacy’s secession and nullification. 

But such reactionary Confederate obstructionism is still quite an irony given California’s self-

righteous liberal preening. 

Victor Davis Hanson is a classicist and historian at the Hoover Institution, Stanford University, 

and the author, most recently, of The Savior Generals. This article was first published in the 

https://www.amazon.com/Savior-Generals-Commanders-Ancient-Greece/dp/B01L99EN58/ref=nosim/nationalreviewon
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February 9, National Review On Line and the Hoover Institution of Stanford University Daily 

Report. 

  

 

 

ANNOUNCEMENTS  

 

  
 

 

 

http://www.google.com/imgres?start=144&rlz=1T4ADRA_enUS556US556&tbm=isch&tbnid=bNh77TRjKKwK-M:&imgrefurl=http://newsletters.embassyofheaven.com/news9405/news9405.php&docid=tyoBhh9O1_V_FM&imgurl=http://newsletters.embassyofheaven.com/news9405/horse.gif&w=292&h=280&ei=PtDVUrCQPMOy2wW1j4DgDQ&zoom=1&iact=rc&dur=1036&page=8&ndsp=21&ved=0CJ4BEIQcMDM4ZA
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RARE AND EXCLUSVE OPPORTUNITY FOR YOU AND YOUR 

GUESTS TO MARVEL IN THIS SCENIC TREASURE, WHILE 

ENJOYING SOME OF THE CENTRAL COAST’S BEST WINES 
 

BID ON A HEARST RANCH PRIVATE TOUR AT OUR MARCH 30, 2017 

FUNDRAISER –EVENING TOUR AND WINE TASTING IN WILLIAM HEARST’S 

ONE MILE LONG PERGOLA IN SAN SIMEON, CALIFORNIA. THE PERGOLA IS 

IMMEDIATLEY ADJACENT TO THE HEARST CASTLE BUT REMAINS IN 

PRIVATE OWNERSHIP AS PART OF THE 82,000 - ACRE HEARST RANCH. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 .   

 

 

 

Stroll here sipping fine wines 

while enjoying fantastic views. 

http://www.patrickmcmullan.com/users/login.aspx?url=site/event_detail.aspx?eid=42186
http://www.patrickmcmullan.com/users/login.aspx?url=site/event_detail.aspx?eid=42186
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SUPPORT COLAB!                                                                                                                            

PLEASE COMPLETE THE 

MEMBERSHIP/DONATION FORM                           

ON THE NEXT PAGE 
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